Life's never simple, is it? We've all tried to tackle certain problems only to find the solution wasn't as easy as we first hoped. The world is complicated and there is rarely a sole cause of any problem. Systems thinking tackles these complex problems by stepping back and looking at all the factors which contribute to a particular activity and just as importantly, the relationship between these factors.
won't be immediately obvious. For example, there might be a shortage of office space in a city, so a number of companies will set to work planning and constructing new buildings in the hope of filling the demand. However, there is a lengthy delay between deciding to construct an office building and it being ready for occupation. During this time the economy might slow, reducing demand, or competitors' buildings may be completed first. Either way, the delay between the need for more space and the completion of the attempt to fulfill the need has created a glut on the market, leaving empty offices.
This example also demonstrates the main benefit of systems thinking. We have a tendency to focus purely on events and how to react to them. In this example the speculators look at the event (lack of office space) and react to it by constructing new buildings. With delays in the system this reaction to current events will leave us one step behind. Systems thinking allows us to look at the big picture to envision what might happen in the future. If the contractors looked at the system as a whole they could look ahead and realize that perhaps now isn't the best time to build. In fact, maybe they should start planning construction when there's little demand for more space, so that land is cheaper, and by the time their new building is finished demand might once again be high.
There are numerous other characteristics of systems, and many common forms that crop up again and again, but we have looked at the basic ideas behind systems thinking. A number of components interact with each other to form a complete system and when the state of one component changes it will have an effect on the others. Often components and relationships are not immediately obvious and delays in the system can make it difficult to identify how one part affects another. The benefits of identifying the behavior of a system are that we can look further ahead and not concentrate solely on immediate cause and effect relationships.
